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A Yuletide Gift of Kindness 

By Ted Gup, adapted 

 

The year was 1933 and Christmas was just a week away. Deep in the trough of the 

Great Depression, the people of Canton, Ohio, were down on their luck and 

hungry. Nearly half the town was out of work. Along the railroad tracks, children 

in patched coats scavenged for coal spilled from passing trains. The prison and 

orphanage swelled with the casualties of hard times. 

 

It was then that a mysterious "B. Virdot" took out a tiny ad in the Canton 

Repository, offering to help the needy before Christmas. All he asked was that 

they write to him and tell him of their hardships. B. Virdot, he said, was not his 

real name, and no one would ever know his true identity. He pledged that those 

who wrote to him would also remain anonymous. 

Letters poured into the post office by the hundreds. From every corner of the 

beleaguered town they came—from the baker, the bellhop, the steeplejack, the 

millworker, the blacksmith, the janitor, the pipe fitter, the salesman, the fallen 

executive. All of them told their stories in the hope of receiving a hand. And in the 

days thereafter, $5 checks went out to 150 families across the town. Today, $5 

doesn't sound like much, but back then it was more like $100. For many, it was 

more money than they had seen in months. So stunning was the offer that it was 

featured in a front-page story in the newspaper, and word of it spread a hundred 

miles. 

For many of those who received a check signed by B. Virdot, the Christmas of 
1933 would be among their most memorable. And despite endless speculation 
about his identity, B. Virdot remained unknown, as did the names of those he 
helped. Years passed. The forges and shops of Canton came back to life, and 
memories of the Great Depression gradually faded. B. Virdot went to his grave 
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along with many of those he had helped. But his secret was intact. And so it 
seemed destined to remain. 
 
 
The Secret Agent of Kindness 
From Daily Good, adapted 
 
 For the past year, Laura Miller has been living a double life of sorts: 
administrative assistant by day, secret agent of kindness by night. 
The 32-year-old Duquesne University employee only recently revealed herself as 
the woman behind "Secret Agent L," a giver of random acts of kindness that has 
been brightening the days of unsuspecting Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, residents 
since July 2009. 
 
The project began, Miller says, with the birthday of…a close friend. Instead of 
asking for a book or a gift card, the friend suggested Miller perform an act of 
kindness in her name. 
 
So with a single, lavender hydrangea bloom tucked under the windshield wipers 
of a random vehicle, Secret Agent L was born. 
 
Miller used her friend's birthday idea to launch a blog documenting subsequent 
secret missions, posting photos of the gifts -- all inexpensive to fit within her 
administrative assistant salary -- that have included $5 Starbucks gift cards, a roll 
of quarters at a laundromat and decorative cards emblazoned with uplifting 
quotes… 
 
The blog took off, and Miller now has about 80 "Affiliated Agents" across the 
United States and abroad who are implementing the idea in their cities… 
 
She tries to do at least one mission a week, but notes "if I had the money, I would 
do it every single day," calling the project "one of the greatest honors of my life." 
…She says. "I think people really want to feel valued and noticed because there's 
so much hurt out there and my project is an attempt to heal some of that." 
She hopes her anonymous gifts will help at least bring smiles to those going 
through a tough time -- though she never sticks around to see who finds them. 
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"I think that's part of the fun -- it's just sort of putting the gift there and leaving, 
and just knowing that somebody's going to get it and it doesn't matter who," she 
says… 
 
 
For the Man Who Hated Christmas 
By Nancy Gavin, adapted 
 
It’s just a small, white envelope stuck among the branches of our Christmas tree. 
No name, no identification, no inscription. It has peeked through the branches of 
our tree for the past ten years or so. 
  
It all began because my husband Mike hated Christmas--oh, not the true meaning 
of Christmas, but the commercial aspects of it--overspending... the frantic running 
around at the last minute to get a tie for Uncle Harry and the dusting powder for 
Grandma---the gifts given in desperation because you couldn’t think of anything 
else. 
  
Knowing he felt this way, I decided one year to bypass the usual shirts, sweaters, 
ties and so forth. I reached for something special just for Mike. The inspiration 
came in an unusual way. 
  
Our son Kevin, who was 12 that year, was wrestling at the junior level at the 
school he attended; and shortly before Christmas, there was a non-league match 
against a team sponsored by an inner-city church. These youngsters, dressed in 
ragged sneakers presented a sharp contrast to our boys in their spiffy blue and 
gold uniforms and sparkling new wrestling shoes. As the match began, I was 
alarmed to see that the other team was wrestling without protective headgear. 
  
It was a luxury the ragtag team obviously could not afford. Well, we ended up 
walloping them. We took every weight class. And as each of their boys got up 
from the mat, he swaggered around in his tatters with false bravado, a kind of 
street pride that couldn’t acknowledge defeat. 
  
Mike, seated beside me, shook his head sadly.  “I wish just one of them could 
have won,” he said. “They have a lot of potential, but losing like this could take 
the heart right out of them.” Mike loved kids - all kids - and he knew them, having 
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coached little league football, baseball and lacrosse. That’s when the idea for his 
present came. That afternoon, I went to a local sporting goods store and bought 
an assortment of wrestling headgear and shoes and sent them anonymously to 
the inner-city church. On Christmas Eve, I placed the envelope on the tree, the 
note inside telling Mike what I had done and that this was his gift from me. His 
smile was the brightest thing about Christmas that year -- and in succeeding 
years. For each Christmas, I followed the tradition--one year sending a group of 
mentally handicapped youngsters to a hockey game, another year a check to a 
pair of elderly brothers whose home had burned to the ground the week before 
Christmas, and on and on. 
  
The envelope became the highlight of our Christmas. It was always the last thing 
opened on Christmas morning and our children, ignoring their new toys, would 
stand with wide-eyed anticipation as their dad lifted the envelope from the tree 
to reveal its contents. 
  
As the children grew, the toys gave way to more practical presents, but the 
envelope never lost its allure. The story doesn’t end there. 
 
You see, we lost Mike last year due to dreaded cancer. When Christmas rolled 
around, I was still so wrapped in grief that I barely got the tree up. But Christmas 
Eve found me placing an envelope on the tree, and in the morning, it was joined 
by three more. 
  
Each of our children, unbeknownst to the others, had placed an envelope on the 
tree for their dad. The tradition has grown and someday will expand even further 
with our grandchildren standing to take down the envelope. 
  
Mike’s spirit, like the Christmas spirit will always be with us. 
 
 
B. Verdot, Revisited 
By Ted Gup, adapted 
 
In 2008—75 years after B. Verdot’s Christmas gifts—and 600 miles away, in an 
attic in Kennebunk, Maine, Ted Gup’s 80-year-old mother handed him a battered 
old suitcase. "Some old papers," she said.  
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He says:  At first I didn't know what to make of them—so many handwritten 

letters, many difficult to read, and all dated December 1933 and addressed to a 

stranger named B. Virdot. The same name appeared on a stack of 150 canceled 

checks. It was only after I found the yellowed newspaper article that carried the 

story of the gift that I came to realize what my mother had given me. 

B. Virdot was my grandfather. 

His real name was Sam Stone. "B. Virdot" was a combination of his daughters' 

names—Barbara, Virginia (my mother) and Dorothy. My grandmother had 

mentioned something about his largesse to my mother when she was a young 

adult, but it had remained a family secret. Now, 30 years after her father's death, 

she was comfortable letting the secret out. 

Collectively, the letters offer a wrenching vision of the Great Depression and of 

the struggle within the souls of individuals, many too proud to speak of their 

anguish even to their loved ones. Some sought B. Virdot's generosity not for 

themselves, but for their neighbors, friends or relatives. Stirred by their words, I 

set out to find what became of them, tracking down their descendants, 

wondering if the $5 gifts had made any difference…  I also set out to find why my 

grandfather made the gifts. I knew his early years had been marked by poverty—

as a child he had rolled cigars, worked in a coal mine and washed soda bottles. 

(Years later, as the owner of a men's clothier, he finally achieved a measure of 

success.) But in the course of my research I discovered that…Instead of being born 

in Pittsburgh, as he had long claimed, he was a refugee from Romania who came 

to this land in his early teens and simply erased his past. Born an orthodox Jew 

and raised to keep kosher and speak Yiddish, he had chosen to make his gift on a 

gentile holiday, perhaps as a way of acknowledging his debt to a land that had 

accepted him. 

One of the letter writers, Edith May, said she would use the money for food and 

warm clothing for her three children.  She complained of the cold: she was 

Jamaican and had married an African American man from Ohio.  Ted tracked 

down one of Edith May's children, named Felice. Today Felice well remembers her 

fourth birthday, two days before Christmas. When the chores were done, she and 

her family went into town…Her mother took her to a five-and-dime store and told 
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her she could have either a doll or a wooden pony you pulled with a string. She 

chose the pony. It was the only present she remembers from those hard times, 

and only during our conversation last year did it occur to her that B. Virdot's check 

allowed her mother to buy such a gift. Today, Felice May Dunn lives in Carroll 

County, Ohio, and raises Welsh ponies—a love of hers since childhood. 

Helen Palm at age 14 was one of the youngest to appeal to B. Virdot. She wrote in 

pencil on a slip of paper, asking for money for clothing and a Christmas dinner for 

her family. 

Ted says:  Finding Helen Palm's descendants was difficult. Her daughter, Janet 

Rogers, now 72, answered my questions about her mother—when she had been 

born, when she got married. Just as I was about to ask when her mother had died, 

Janet asked, "Would you like to speak with my mother?" 

It took me a moment to collect myself. I had discovered the last living person to 

write to B. Virdot. 

Even at age 91, Helen Palm remembers the check she received in 1933. She used 

the money to buy clothes for her brothers and sisters…and to take her parents to 

a nickel show and to buy food. But first, she bought herself a pair of shoes to 

replace those she had worn through and patched with a cardboard insert cut 

from a Shredded Wheat box. "I did wonder for a long time who this Mr. B. Virdot 

was," she told me. Now she is the only one among all those who sought help that 

Christmas 77 years ago to live long enough to learn his true identity. 

"Well," she said to me, "God love him." 
 
 
Three mystery givers, an untold number of people whose lives were changed for 
the better.  May these stories inspire us and remind us that we, too, have the 
power to brighten someone’s day.  In a time when many of us are feeling 
powerless, it may do us untold good to claim and use the power we DO have –the 
power to do good.  One act of kindness at a time, this is truly how we will change 
the world.  May it be so. 
 


